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In the name of God 

 

 

Tehran University of Medical Sciences 

Nursing and Midwifery School Code of Ethics 
 

With a view to win God’s favor, based on ethical values and attending to 

sublime criterions of The Islamic Republic of Iran, as a complex of Nursing & 

Midwifery School, confederate to step parallel with scientific map of Tehran 

University of Medical Sciences in direction of subliming individual and 

organizational purposes. 

1. Rely on God and seeking God’s assistance in all of our purposes. 

2. Step in direction of achieving Islamic top-quality goals with respect to 

principles of Islamic Republic of Iran; and considering strengthen of the Islamic 

ethics and promotion of sublime values as our duty. 

 

3. Honor human dignity and nobility; consider preservation and respect of 
human lofty essence as our religious responsibility.1 

4. Consider abstinent, cheerfulness, gravity and politeness; respect each other 

mannerly with undertaking the slogan “elegance in attitude, tenderness in 

speech and delicacy in manner”.2 

 

5. Based on justice, equity, and befitting, all beneficiaries must be possessed of 

services, conveniences and opportunities (including: scientific, research and 

welfare opportunities…) dispensing with gender, race, nationality, religion, 

economic, social condition, and gregariousness.3 

 

1
   We have honored the sons of Adam….. Surah the Isralites- 70   

1
Speak fair to the people ……. Surah Al-Baqaraa -83                                        

   
3
 We will bestow on such their reward according to the best of their actions …. Surah Nahl or the Bee -

97 
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6. Endeavor to establish honesty in disputation culture based on ethical 

principles and conflict with unpleasant behaviors such as backbiting, spreading 

rumors, and upbraiding or rancorous acts against each other. 

 

7. With exploitation of wisdom and participation that is the best procedure to 

approach the organizational purposes; develop collaborative culture with 

intellectual open space, innovation, creativity to empower the complex. 

 

8. Always bound to trustworthiness and confidentiality principles; endeavor to 

keep private documents safe and secure. 

 

9. Respect the altruism and benevolence principle “do to others what you would 
have them do to you” and help each other to improve our expertise and 
profession. 

10. Committed to professional and social duties and try to put our personal and 
organizational purposes in the same direction. 

 

11. Pay tithe for our science with developing a culture of successor nurturing, 

disseminating knowledge and subliming scientific capabilities. 

 

12. Avoid extravagancy, put punctuality and well-organizing on the tiptop of 

our tasks and do our best to sublime and elevate all dimensions and domains 

in complex. 

 

 


